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ABSTRACT: Defending the data from malicious attacks is an important yet demanding security issue. In this paper, we
describe clarification for such network that protects both the routing and data forwarding functions. It guards the data by
detecting and reacting to the malicious nodes. Although methods have been proposed to mitigate routing misbehavior in mobile
ad hoc networks, they cannot be directly applied to DTNs because of the flashing connectivity between nodes. To overcome the
problem, we propose a scheme to detect packet dropping in DTNs. In our proposal, a node is required to keep a few signed
contact records of its previous contacts, based on which the next contacted node can detect if the node has dropped any packet.
Since unruly nodes may misreport their contact records to avoid being detected, a small part of each contact record is scattered
to a certain number of witness nodes, which can collect appropriate contact records and detect the misbehaving nodes. We
address a scheme to mitigate routing misbehavior by off-putting the number of packets forwarded to the misbehaving nodes.
Trace-driven simulations show that our solutions are efficient and can effectively mitigate routing misbehavior.
KEYWORDS: Protection, disruption tolerant networks, mitigation, routing misbehavior, security.
I. INTRODUCTION
Disruption Tolerant Networks (DTNs) consist of mobile nodes which contact each other opportunistically. Due to the
low node density and unpredictable node mobility, only intermittent network connectivity exists in DTNs, and the subsequent
difficulty of maintaining end-to-end communication links advances “carry-and-forward” approaches for data delivery. More
specifically, node mobility is exploited to let mobile nodes physically carry data as relays, and forward data opportunistically
upon contact with others.
In this paper, we focus on securing the packet delivery functionality because it is the premise for the multihop
connectivity between two faraway nodes. Without appropriate protection, the malicious nodes can readily function as routers
and prevent the network from correctly delivering the packets. For example, the malicious nodes can announce incorrect routing
updates which are then propagated in the network, or drop all the packets passing through them. Several recent studies [1]–[4]
have provided detailed description on such network-layer security threats and their consequences.
We address routing misbehavior in DTNs by answering two questions: how to detect packet dropping and how to limit
the traffic flowing to the misbehaving nodes. We first propose a scheme which detects packet dropping in a distributed manner.
In this scheme, a node is required to keep previous signed contact records such as the buffered packets and the packets sent or
received, and report them to the next contact node which can detect if the node has dropped packets based on the reported
records. Misbehaving nodes may falsify some records to avoid being detected, but this will violate some consistency rules. To
detect such inconsistency, a small part of each contact record is disseminated to some selected nodes which can collect
appropriate contact records and detect the misbehaving nodes with certain probability. Then we propose a scheme to mitigate
routing misbehavior by limiting the number of packets forwarded to the misbehaving nodes.
This paper is structured as follows. Section II reviews related work. Section III introduces our Preliminaries. Section
IV presents the packet dropping detection scheme. Section V concludes the paper.
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II. RELATED WORK
In mobile ad hoc networks, much work has been done to detect packet dropping and mitigate routing misbehavior. To
detect packet dropping, Marti et al. proposed watchdog-based solutions in which the sending node operates in promiscuous
mode and overhears the medium to check if the packet is really sent out by its neighbour. Some follow-up works [9], have
used this neighbourhood monitoring approach to detect packet dropping. However, neighbourhood monitoring relies on a
connected link between the sender and its neighbour, which most likely will not exist in DTNs. In DTNs, a node may move
away right after forwarding the packet to its neighbour, and thus cannot overhear if the neighbour forwards the packet.
Another line of work uses the acknowledgement (ACK) packet [11]–[13] sent from the downstream node along the
routing path to confirm if the packet has been forwarded by the next hop. Liu et al. [11] proposed a 2ACK scheme in which
the sending node waits for an ACK from the next hop of its neighbour to confirm that the neighbour has forwarded the data
packet. However, this technique is vulnerable to collusions, i.e., the neighbour can forward the packet to a colluder which
drops the packet. Although end-to-end ACK schemes [13] are resistant to such colluding attacks, the ACK packets may be
lost due to the opportunistic data delivery in DTNs. Moreover, in routing protocols where each packet has multiple replicas,
it is difficult for the source to verify which replica is acknowledged since there is no persistent routing path between the
source and destination in DTNs.
To mitigate routing misbehavior, existing works [7], [9], [11] in mobile ad hoc networks reduce the traffic flowing to
the misbehaving nodes by avoiding them in path selection. However, they cannot be directly applied to DTNs due to the
lack of persistent path.
In DTNs, serious routing misbehavior is the black hole attack, in which a black hole node advertises itself as a perfect
relay for all destinations, but drops the packets received from others. Li et al. [13] proposed an approach that prevents the
forgery of routing metrics. However, if the black hole node indeed has a good routing metric for many destinations, their
approach will not work, but our approach still works by limiting the number of packets forwarded to the black hole node.
Another related attack is the wormhole attack, which has been recently addressed by Ren et al. [15].
To address selfish behaviours, Shevade et al. proposed a gaming-based approach [16] and Chen et al. [17] proposed
credit-based approach which provides incentives for selfish nodes to forward packets. Li et al. proposed a social
selfishness aware routing algorithm to allow user selfishness and provide better routing performance in an efficient way.
Our work is complementary since besides dealing with selfish routing we also consider the misbehavior of malicious nodes
whose goal is not to maximize their own benefits but to launch attacks.
Our solution has some similarity with previous work (e.g., [17]) on detecting node clone attacks in sensor networks,
since both detect the attacker by identifying some inconsistency. However, our work relies on a different kind of
inconsistency in DTNs, and DTNs do not have the reliable link connection used in existing solutions for node clone attacks.

III. PRELIMINARIES
A. Network and Routing Model
Similar to many other works (e.g., [2]]), we assume each node has two separate buffers. One has unlimited space and is
used to store its own packets; the other one has limited space and is used to store packets received from other nodes. We assume
the network is loosely synchronized; i.e., any two nodes should be in the same time slot at any time. Since the intercontact time
is usually at the scale of minutes or hours, the time slot can be at the scale of one minute. Thus, such loose time synchronization
is not hard to achieve.
B. Security Model
There are two types of nodes: misbehaving nodes and normal nodes. A misbehaving node drops the received packets
even if it has available buffers, but it does not drop its own packets. It may also drop the control messages of our detection
scheme. We assume a small number of misbehaving nodes may collude to avoid being detected, and they may synchronize their
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actions via out-band communication channels. A normal node may drop packets when its buffer overflows, but it follows our
protocol. In some DTN applications, each packet has a certain lifetime, and then expired packets should be dropped whether or
not there is buffer space. Such dropping can be identified if the expiration time of the packet is signed by the source. Such
dropping is not misbehavior, and will not be considered in the following presentations.
We assume a public-key authentication service is available. For example, hierarchical identity-based cryptography [19]
has been shown to be practical in DTNs [20]. In identity-based authentication, only the offline trusted private key generator can
generate a public/private key pair, so a misbehaving node itself cannot forge node identifiers (e.g., to launch Sybil attacks).
Generally speaking, a node’s private key is only known by itself; however, colluding nodes may know each other’s private key.
C. Overview of our Approach
Our approach consists of a packet dropping detection scheme and a routing misbehavior mitigation scheme. Fig. 2(a)
illustrates our basic approach for misbehavior detection.

The misbehaving node [in Fig. (a)] is required to generate a contact record during each contact and report its previous contact
records to the contacted node [and in Fig. (a)]. Based on the reported contact records, the contacted node detects if the
misbehaving node has dropped packets. The misbehaving node may misreport (i.e., report forged contact records) to hide its
misbehavior, but forged records cause inconsistencies which make misreporting detectable. To detect misreporting, the
contacted node also randomly selects a certain number of witness nodes for the reported records and sends a summary of each
reported record to them when it contacts them. The witness node
[ in Fig. (a)] that collects two inconsistent contact records can detect the misreporting node.
Fig. (b) illustrates our approach for routing misbehavior mitigation. It reduces the data traffic that flows into misbehaving nodes
in two ways: 1) If a misbehaving node misreports, it will be blacklisted (after the misreporting is detected) and will not receive
any packet from other nodes; 2) if it reports its contact records honestly, its dropping behavior can be monitored by its contacted
nodes, and it will receive much less packets from them.

a.

IV. PACKET DROPPING DETECTION
Basic Idea
When two nodes contact, they generate a contact record which shows when this contact happens, which packets
are in their buffers before data exchange, and what packets they send or receive during the data exchange. The record
also includes the unique sequence number that each of them assigns for this contact. The record is signed by both
nodes for integrity protection. A misbehaving node may report a false record to hide the dropping from being detected.
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However, misreporting will result in inconsistent contact records generated by the misbehaving node. To detect
misreporting, for each contact record that a normal node generates with (or receives from) other nodes, the normal
node selects witness nodes and it transmits the record summary to them. The summary only includes a part of the
record necessary for detecting the inconsistency caused by misreporting. With some probability, the summaries of two
inconsistent contact records will reach a common witness node which will detect the misreporting node.
b.

Packet Dropping Detection
In a contact, each of the two contacting nodes reports its previous contact record [see (1)] to the other node. In
this contact, the two nodes also exchange their current vector of buffered packets (as a step of contact record
generation). In this way, one node knows the two sets of packets the other node buffers at the beginning of the previous
contact and the beginning of the current contact, which are denoted by and , respectively.

c.

Misreporting Detection
Suppose a misbehaving node has dropped some packets. To hide the dropping from being detected by the
next contacted node, will not report the true record of the previous contact. However, when there is no collusion,
cannot modify the true record since it is signed by the previous contacted node. Also, cannot forge a contact record
because it does not know the private key of any other node. Thus, the only misreporting it can perform is to replay an
old record generated before the previous contact

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a scheme to detect packet dropping in DTNs. The detection scheme works in a distributed
way; i.e., each node detects packet dropping locally based on the collected information. Moreover, the detection scheme can
effectively detect misreporting even when some nodes collude. Analytical results on detection probability and detection delay
were also presented. Based on our packet dropping detection scheme, we then proposed a scheme to mitigate routing
misbehavior in DTNs. The proposed scheme is very generic and it does not rely on any specific routing algorithm. Trace-driven
simulations show that our solutions are efficient and can effectively mitigate routing misbehavior.
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